Complete Levels
Every Level Qualifies You To Earn An Additional $5.00
Paid DIRECT To Your Paypal or Bank Account
1. Complete a few free or paid offers (completed offers
earn you credits).
2. Each 1 credit = $5.00 - 2 credits = $10 - 3 credits =
$15 and so on.
3. Share this method with others and get paid when
they do the same.
For every 1 credit you have, you reach another ‘level.’
Each level qualifies you to earn more money when your
referrals complete and reach the same level!

Example:
If you have 5 credits you are qualified to earn $25 for per
person (recommended to reach Level 5 on your 1st day).
When you have referred someone, and they ‘level up’ (at
any time) YOU earn $5 each time they do, (up to whatever
level you are qualified at). Even if they pass you, once you
level up, you still get paid!
So, when you continue ‘leveling up’ by completing offers,
you continue to be qualified to earn more and more as
your referrals do the same!
NOTE: You are not paid on completing offers, you are
paid when people you have referred complete offers.
How much you are paid ($5 per level) depends on the
level you are at... which is why you want to continue to
reach higher and higher levels!
It’s UNLIMITED!

Complete free or paid offers.
There is training you can plug into, but I’ll show you how
simple it is.
Today I completed a $5.95 offer for a product I’ve always
wanted to try anyway.

This qualified me to receive another 2.25 credits which
brought me to Level 5.
So now I can earn $25 PER PERSON when my referrals
complete offers anywhere from Level 1 to Level 5!
The higher levels you go, the more you can earn when
your referrals ‘level up’ too!

Pretty sweet huh?
It’s a win-win!
For example, let’s say you told 20 people who complete
that $5.95 offer, (or even some free offers), then you
would earn $500 or more depending on how many levels
they reach.
As each of those people reach higher and higher levels by
completing more offers, just as you will, you continue to
earn $5 every time they complete another level!
The ideal way to kick your business off right out of the
gate is to get to Level 5 on your 1st day and teach your
new members to do the same.
You can do this easily, and anyone can begin at no cost
out of pocket… but if you want to go faster, do a few paid
offers.

Are you beginning to get the picture?
This has been running for 8 profitable years, creating
very generous incomes for those involved, with NO risk
whatsoever, and…
…many offers can be completed at no cost, you will
simply get to the higher levels faster by completing a few
low cost offers.
Can you imagine spending $20 or so to reach Level 5 and
your referrals do the same?
Then you are earning up to $25 PER PERSON or more
every time someone follows this blueprint!
Can you say Cha Ching?!!

Be sure to go through the training here:
http://levelrewardstraining.com/
Then just get started by logging into your account and
clicking on ‘Offers.’ Get to Level 5 today and let’s have
fun doing this!
If you haven’t registered your account yet, click here.
Or login to your account here.
Embrace Opportunity,

Lori P.

